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(i) A Guide to the Project and the Sources

1. A brief history of the project:

The data included in these databases were collected as part of a continuing study of the
social history and historical geography of apartment housing in Canadian cities. For
previous phases of this work, see Dennis (1989, 1994, 1998). The construction of the
databases was facilitated by an Economic & Social Research Council Award,
R000222067, ‘Modernity and Multi-Storey Living: Apartment Tenants in Canadian Cities,
1900-39’, and was undertaken by the Research Officer on the project, Ceinwen Giles,
during 1997-98.

Apartment houses were both ‘modern’ and controversial additions to the North American
urban landscape in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. In the light of
previous discussions about ‘modernity’ and North American cities (e.g. Barth 1980, Ward
& Zunz 1992), and previous empirical research on Canadian apartment buildings (Choko
1994, Peterson 1993, Weaver 1987), this continuing study has comprised several
distinctive components:

• a focus on representation: examining the depiction of the apartment house in
contemporary literature, including novels and newspaper and magazine articles.

• a focus on planning: successive controversies led to the prohibition or zoning of
apartment buildings in many North American cities from the early 1910s, followed by
attempts by developers to gain exemptions from local by-laws and by local property
owners to resist this incursion of apartment buildings into neighbourhoods of single-
family dwellings. Concerns were expressed about the economic impact of apartment
housing on the value of adjacent property; the moral and physical health of apartment
residents; and the safety of apartment houses, including adequate fireproofing and
means of evacuation, and the desirability of resident caretakers.

• a focus on the development process and subsequent ownership: the extent to which
buildings were custom-built for particular owners, or speculatively-built for sale to any
prospective owner; the means of financing through private or institutional mortgages,
and the extent to which mortgagors defaulted on repayments and/or lost possession of
their buildings; the extent of ownership by partnerships or limited companies; and the
frequency with which buildings changed hands.

• a focus on occupancy: who, in practice, lived in apartment buildings? Were apartment
tenants as exotically ‘other’ as implied by some fictional and magazine literature? Were
they as transient as often implied, either upwardly socially and residentially mobile,
perhaps moving from rented lodgings to an apartment house and then on to suburban
homeownership, or more generally restless, moving frequently between apartment
houses? Were apartment tenants different from the residents of similarly located single-
family dwellings? And were they ‘modern’? For example, was there an
overrepresentation of female-headed households living in apartments, and especially an
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overrepresentation of young adult women in full-time employment? Were apartment
tenants more generally (male as well as female) concentrated in ‘new’ forms of
employment, such as office work and service activities?

The databases provided here relate primarily to the last of these foci, but also partly to the
third focus (on developers and owners), in order to provide sufficient context for the study
of occupancy.

The focus is on two cities - Toronto and Winnipeg. Toronto was already a substantial
industrial and commercial city by the late nineteenth century, prior to the erection of the
city’s first purpose-built apartment house (authorised in 1899). The city almost doubled in
population between 1901 and 1911 (from 208,000 to 377,000), and continued to grow
steadily through the 1920s (when much of its population increase was displaced beyond
city limits into suburban municipalities). In 1921 the city’s population numbered 522,000,
that of the total built-up area about 680,000. By 1931 there were 631,000 inhabitants in
the city, 818,000 in Greater Toronto. Winnipeg grew from almost nothing in the 1870s to
136,000 in 1911, when it had aspirations to becoming the ‘Chicago of the North’.
Subsequently, the city grew more slowly, beset by a negative industrial relations image
following the Winnipeg General Strike of 1919, and a depressed agricultural hinterland
even before the impact of the Great Depression. By 1931 the population of the City of
Winnipeg numbered 219,000; Greater Winnipeg totalled 290,000.

Proportionally to population, Winnipeg had many more apartment houses than Toronto,
especially prior to World War I, but its stock comprised mainly medium-sized (20-30
suite) three-storey buildings. Toronto had more cheap, poorly constructed blocks, but also
more luxury buildings, reflecting the city’s burgeoning metropolitan status.

Opposition to apartment housing in Toronto led to the passage of a by-law in May 1912
which, in theory, prohibited the erection of further apartment buildings in ‘residential’
areas of the city. In practice, there were numerous ways around the legislation; in
particular, developers could request the passage of a further by-law exempting their site
from the conditions of the 1912 law. By the mid-1920s apartment buildings were being
licensed in areas where they had been vigorously excluded barely a decade earlier. In
Winnipeg there was no attempt to impose a comprehensive ban on apartments, but the
residents of individual streets could petition the council asking for a by-law to exclude
apartment buildings from their street. By 1926, at least 59 such by-laws had been passed.

The fear was that apartment buildings would lower neighbouring property values,
especially of single-family dwellings, presumably because of their physical bulk, potential
traffic congestion and the presence of non-traditional family groups (such as groups of
single sharers or unmarried cohabiting couples). But it is unclear whether apartment
buildings did affect local property values or accelerate filtering and downward succession
in stocks of adjacent single-family dwellings.
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2. Data sources:

In the context of this history, two databases were constructed, one for each city, recording
information on:

(a) apartment residents in a sample of buildings of varying size, age and location;
(b) the ownership of the same sample of buildings;
(c) a small sample of residents of houses situated close to major concentrations of
apartment buildings.

Data were collected for three sample years: 1909, when only 9 of the selected buildings in
Toronto, and 8 in Winnipeg, had been erected; 1914, by which date 29 of the selected
Toronto buildings, and 32 in Winnipeg, had been completed; and 1930, when the full
sample of 72 buildings in Toronto and 60 in Winnipeg were occupied..

The databases are based primarily on information contained in annually revised city
directories and assessment rolls, supplemented by city building permits. However, the
form of these sources varied slightly between the two cities.

Directories customarily listed residents in two ways. In a listing of streets in alphabetical
order, the names of householders would be recorded alongside their addresses. Usually,
only one name per address would be recorded. In the case of apartment buildings, there
would usually be one name per suite, but for apartment hotels and lodging houses, where
most occupiers were staying for only short periods, only the proprietor and perhaps a
handful of long-stay residents would be recorded. Necessarily, therefore, it was impossible
to include some potentially intriguing buildings in the sample, such as Allan Gardens
Apartments, a bachelor apartment house in downtown Toronto for which considerable
other information was available. One or two buildings which were included changed their
character over time; for the Alexandra (Palace), Toronto’s most prestigious early
apartment building, each suite was listed separately prior to World War I, but by 1930 the
building had become an apartment hotel and only a small proportion of residents were
sufficiently permanent to warrant an entry in either the city directory or the assessment
rolls. In a few cases, directory compilers were unable to ascertain the full names of
residents, presumably because nobody was in when canvassers called and neighbours were
unwilling or unable to supply the necessary information. In most cases, vacant apartments
were enumerated as such, but in Winnipeg in 1930 only occupied apartments were
recorded and the existence of vacancies had to be inferred from breaks in the numbering
or by comparing the directory with information in other sources (such as building permits).

Listings in order of street address rarely provided any information other than the name of
the occupier. In most cases, either a first name, or the title Mrs or Miss, allowed
identification of occupiers as male or female, but no information on occupation was
recorded. However, in a second, alphabetical listing of city residents (a listing which also
included some adults who were not ‘householders’, e.g. adult children in full-time
employment), occupations were frequently recorded, including either a job description,
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e.g. ‘clerk’, or the name of an employer, e.g. ‘T. Eaton & Co.’, or both. By then checking
the name of the employer in the alphabetical list, it was often possible to ascertain the
place of employment and hence the journey-to-work. In other cases, either the name of the
employer was unrecorded, or the employment was one which could have been carried out
at numerous locations in the city, e.g. ‘cashier, Royal Bank’. Moreover, the
correspondence between the listing of residents by address, and that in alphabetical order,
was by no means perfect. Sometimes, what appeared to be the same person was recorded
at a different address in each list, presumably because they had moved home during the
compilation of the directory, a process which must have taken several months. But this
was not identifiable for people with common names; and even where we might be
confident that the person was the same, the possibility exists that they had changed their
occupation at the same time as changing their address: the fact that they were listed as
‘clerk’ in the alphabetical list of inhabitants was no guarantee that they were a clerk when
they lived at a different address in the street listing.

Despite these reservations it was possible to identify occupations for a large proportion of
apartment residents, and workplaces for a substantial minority, sufficient to justify a range
of analyses of occupational structure and journey-to-work patterns.

Assessment rolls: In Toronto, all the city’s annually revised assessment rolls exist on
microfilm and it was possible to work with microfilm copies held at University College
London. The information collected by city assessors varied slightly over time, reflecting
changes in the system of municipal taxation. For present purposes, the most relevant
information consisted of occupants’ names, ages and occupations (for men), marital status
(for women), and religious affiliation; the total number of residents at each address (e.g. in
each apartment suite), including the number of children of school age; and the valuation of
the property for tax purposes.

As with directories, vacant suites or houses were enumerated as such; as with directories,
the collection of the required data was the responsibility of a small number of assessment
officers, who worked their way round the city from ward to ward. The date on which the
assessment was filed was recorded in the final column of the assessment registers.

Several problems follow from this method of compilation:
(1) As with the compilation of directories, residents could have moved during the
compilation of the assessment rolls. They might be listed more than once or not at all. In
these circumstances, there would be an amendment to the original record - names would
be deleted and new names inserted, but it was not always the case that other, presumably
less vital, information (such as the number of inhabitants) was amended. Nor was it
possible to ascertain when the changes were made.
(2) Both directories and assessment rolls were dated for the year after they were compiled.
For example, the assessment roll for 1915 was compiled during the spring, summer and
autumn of 1914. The directory published at the beginning of 1915 had presumably also
been compiled during 1914, though the precise timing is unknown. Given that directory
canvassers and city assessors were unlikely to have surveyed the city in the same
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geographical order, the relationship of directory entry to assessment entry is not uniform.
In some cases, presumably, the assessment may predate the directory canvass by a few
months; elsewhere, the directory may have come first. Consequently, the information in
the two sources does not always correspond, and cannot easily be reconciled according to
a standard routine.

For Toronto, where assessment data related to individuals, and was generally much more
detailed than the information obtainable from directories, the principal uses of the latter
were:
(a) in helping to interpret assessors’ sometimes illegible handwriting;
(b) in supplementing information on occupation, especially names of employers and places
of employment;
(c) in tracing individuals to new addresses, e.g. in tracing the addresses in 1914 and 1935
of persons living in apartment houses in 1909 and 1930, respectively.

In Winnipeg, assessment records had not been microfilmed at the time of data collection,
and did not provide information on the occupants of individual suites. Previous archival
research in Winnipeg, focussed on the ownership of apartment buildings, meant that
information was available at UCL for the period after 1929, when assessment information
began to be entered on record cards. Each card was updated annually, with information on
ownership, value and the total number of residents (including children) living in the
building. There was no information on individual suites. Research on Winnipeg has
therefore depended primarily on information in the city directories, although a few
additional indices, such as average value per suite or average number of persons per suite,
can be calculated by combining information on the assessment cards with information on
the number of households recorded in directories.

Some consideration must be given to why contemporaries collected the information they
did, and how accurate it may be. The publication of city directories was not only of use to
city residents, especially in the days before Yellow Pages or near universal telephone
ownership, but also contributed to city boosterism. There was an evident desire to
demonstrate a city’s continuing growth - to include more business and residential entries
year on year, and to play down economic problems (e.g. during the Depression), such as
might be evidenced by listing large numbers of vacant properties. But large numbers of
errors would obviously detract from the utility, and subsequent sales, of directories.
Consequently, directory companies employed a variety of means of ensuring that their
canvassers collected reliable information.

For the purpose of collecting city taxes, it was necessary to establish who was liable to
pay, and how much. Information on owners, occupiers and values may therefore be
assumed to be as accurate as the assessors could make it. Other information, on numbers
of residents and children of school age, was useful for planning purposes. But why the city
should want to know the exact age, occupation and religious affiliation of household heads
is less apparent. Equivalent information was not collected in Britain in ratebooks or
valuation rolls. While there is no evidence to suggest that householders frequently or
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deliberately misrepresented their age, occupation or religion, we should not be surprised if
information in successive assessment rolls fails to tally, e.g. if individuals were returned in
assessments for 1915 and 1931 with ages that were not exactly 5 or 21 years older than in
their entries for 1910.

The databases also draw on information collected from building records and a variety of
published sources. Building permits in both cities recorded the name of the ‘owner’ - the
person applying for the permit - and the estimated value of the completed building. Since,
conventionally, buildings were assessed for a proportion of their market value (usually
two-thirds), we should expect permit values to exceed assessed values. It is apparent from
a comparison of permit ‘owner’ and assessment ‘owner’ that the former were sometimes
building contractors, neither the owner of the land on which the building was to be erected
nor the client for whom the building was constructed.

One complication is that when a permit was granted, there was rarely either a name or a
precise street address for the proposed building. Rather, buildings were described on
permits either by reference to a plan and lot number (the legal property definition) or by an
approximate location (e.g. ‘east side Jarvis, north of Carlton’). This was usually sufficient
to identify a building, but could be ambiguous where long city blocks contained several
similar apartment buildings dating from roughly the same time. One consideration in
selecting the sample of buildings in this project was to choose buildings that could be
unambiguously identified in building permits.

In inter-war Winnipeg, permit registers also recorded the number of suites that the
building was planned to include. Of course, it was relatively easy for builders or owners to
alter this number, by subdividing large suites or amalgamating adjacent small suites (as
occurred during the Depression, according to various articles published in Western
Canada Contractor & Builder). Nonetheless, this information compensates in part for the
lack of information on individual households in the assessment records.

For inter-war Toronto and Winnipeg, permit registers or indexes were consulted; for pre-
World War I Toronto an earlier piece of research (Dennis 1989) had gathered information
from the original permits; for Winnipeg in the same period, this survey depended on
information previously collected and published by Spector (1980).

None of the remaining sources was collected specifically for this project. In the course of
previous research on Toronto and Winnipeg, information had been collated from
newspapers, magazines and planning reports, that informed the selection of the sample of
buildings used in the current project. In particular, information was drawn from
architectural journals - Construction, Contract Record, and Western Canada
Contractor & Builder, and from newspapers - Toronto World, Toronto Evening
Telegram, Toronto Globe, Toronto Daily Star, Manitoba Free Press, and Winnipeg
Evening Tribune. At a late stage in the project, it was decided to include photographs,
advertisements and plans from the City of Toronto Archives, the Archives of Ontario,
the Baldwin Room of the then Metropolitan Toronto Reference Library, and the Manitoba
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Legislative Library and Provincial Archives, and present-day photographs from the City of
Winnipeg Historical Buildings Committee reports, but mainly from the principal
investigator’s own collection of photographs. Although none of these sources has been
exhaustively or comprehensively quarried, and there was no opportunity during the course
of the project to undertake new searches of any of these sources, it is hoped that they
provide useful contextual information for anybody undertaking analysis of the sample
populations.

3. Constructing the sample:

In total, 72 Toronto apartment buildings and 60 Winnipeg buildings were selected for
study. All were in existence in 1930, when they contained totals of 1,681 and 1,402
apartment suites, respectively.

The samples were selected to include different ages and sizes of buildings and - to a lesser
extent - to ensure that buildings from different parts of each city were included. It was not
possible to make a perfectly systematic, stratified sample of buildings, for the simple
reason that there was no absolutely definitive list of apartment buildings in each city. Nor
could there be, given the ambiguity at the margins over what constitutes an apartment
building. Should ‘triplexes’ (3-flat walk-ups with one flat on each of three storeys) be
included (as they were in city by-laws pertaining to ‘tenement houses’)? What about
blocks of ‘stores + apartments’ or ‘offices + apartments’? Many apartment buildings
contained a few shops on the ground floor, often for the convenience of residents, and
reflecting the problem of letting ground-floor apartments fronting busy streets. On the
other hand, most rows of shops contained a few flats over the shops but were not
primarily designed or advertised as ‘apartment houses’. Yet another complication is where
several small apartment buildings - each with their own name and a separate entry in the
directory or assessment roll - were owned by the same individual and managed in
common. Should they be regarded as one large apartment complex, or several separate
small apartment houses? In the samples here, if buildings were assigned separate street
addresses, and had the potential for being individually owned even if they were currently in
common ownership, they were treated as separate apartment houses (e.g. 31, 33 and 35
Helendale Avenue, Toronto, in the present study).

Acknowledging these problems, two surveys were employed as a base from which samples
could be drawn. Richard Harris (Geography, McMaster University, Hamilton, Ont.) made
available his unpublished list of apartment buildings taken from the 1931 Directory to the
City of Toronto, which recorded 868 apartment blocks. Harris’ map shows major
concentrations in downtown Toronto, in Parkdale (at the western end of Queen Street), in
North Toronto (around Yonge Street), in The Beaches (at the eastern end of Queen
Street), and along St Clair Avenue. There were lesser concentrations (of mostly quite
small buildings) along Danforth Avenue (the eastward continuation of Bloor Street), and
on the west side of the city centre, both north and south of Bloor. Harris’ survey included
a further major concentration in Forest Hill, north of St Clair, and then outside city limits
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(and therefore excluded from the current project which depended on City of Toronto
assessment data). Harris’ map included 80 buildings with fewer than six apartment suites,
the minimum size selected for inclusion in the present study. The table below records the
age and size of the buildings in Harris’ survey, excluding the very small apartment houses,
but including buildings outside city limits.

Toronto Apartment Buildings in 1931 (as listed in Might’s Directory to the City of
Toronto) (unpublished data from Richard Harris)

Age of Building 0-9 suites 10-24 suites >24 suites TOTAL
pre-1912   20   29   10   59   (7.5%)
1913-21 142   67   21 230 (29.2%)
1922-31 138 217 144 499 (63.3%)
TOTAL 300 (38.1%) 313 (39.7%) 175 (22.2%) 788

The sample selected for this study broadly reflects the structure and geography of Harris’
data, but with some variations:

• no buildings outside city limits were selected
• there was a deliberate decision to select buildings for which other information was

available, e.g. in architectural magazines, council minutes and correspondence, and
newspaper reports. There is, therefore, a tendency to highlight (a) distinctive, usually
high quality, buildings that merited attention in the architectural press, and (b)
controversial buildings, where exemptions from the city’s anti-apartment by-laws were
contested by local property owners. This was especially the case around Avenue Road
and St Clair Avenue.

City of Toronto Apartment Buildings Included in the Database

Age of Building 0-9 suites 10-24 suites >24 suites TOTAL
pre-1909   1   3   5   9 (12.5%)
1909-1914   9   7   4 20 (27.8%)
1915-1930 13 14 16 43 (59.7%)
TOTAL 23 (31.9%) 24 (33.3%) 25 (34.7%) 72

It was necessary to include more pre-1914 buildings to ensure a worthwhile sample for the
1909-14 period but, in retrospect, the east side of the city was slightly underrepresented,
reflecting the lack of either luxurious or controversial buildings in this mainly working-
class part of the city.

For Winnipeg, there was no existing source of information on the geographical or size
distribution of apartment buildings in the 1930s, although there were several studies of
apartment houses prior to World War I (Peterson 1993, Spector 1980) and since World
War II (Styliaris et al. 1967). By the end of 1933, there were 646 apartment blocks in
Winnipeg, containing 10,483 suites, an average of 16.2 suites per building, according to
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figures published in the Western Canada Contractor & Builder (Jan-Feb 1934). Only 15
permits for new apartment buildings were issued between 1930 and 1933, so the total
extant in 1930 must have exceeded 600. A survey of the city directory for 1931 (compiled
in 1930) suggested a total of 602 buildings which were partially or wholly divided into
apartment suites, of which at least 464 were identified as probable ‘apartment houses’
from assessment data for the same year. The remaining 138 included large numbers of
‘blocks’ - commercial buildings with a few apartments on the upper floors - and a
disproportionate number of buildings with no name, only a street address, where the
layout in the directory - indenting entries and numbering or lettering them in order -
implied that the building was divided into separate suites. Eliminating 3-suite (triplex)
buildings reduced the totals to 561 (directory) and 447 (assessment).

Winnipeg Apartment Buildings, 1930

No. of Suites/Bdg Assessment (1930) Directory (1930) SAMPLE
4-9 119  (26.6%) 185  (33.0%) 11  (18.3%)
10-24 225  (50.3%) 262  (46.7%) 28  (46.7%)
25+ 103  (23.0%) 114  (20.3%) 21  (35.0%)
TOTAL 447 561 60

The sample was also compared with buildings recorded as ‘apartment houses’ on building
permits:

Date of Construction No. of Building Permits SAMPLE
pre-1914 343  (77.6%) 32  (53.3%)
1915-30   99  (22.4%) 28  (46.7%)
TOTAL 442 60

The sample was restricted to the City of Winnipeg, excluding both suburban areas to the
west and the municipality of St Boniface, across the Red River to the east. Since the
1980s, the Historical Buildings Committee of the City of Winnipeg has commissioned
research on a number of early apartment buildings with a view to listing under the city’s
Historical Buildings By-law (adopted in 1977), and it was decided to include most of these
buildings in the sample. Compared to the overall numbers of buildings recorded in the
1930 assessment and directory, the sample contains a disproportionate number of larger
buildings, and of post-1914 buildings, in this case reflecting the relative paucity of new
construction in the inter-war city.

The samples focus on three cross-sections: 1909 (the records for 1910), 1914 (for 1915),
and 1930 (for 1931). In addition, the two five-year periods, 1909-1914 and 1930-1935
have been selected in order to study patterns of residential mobility among apartment-
house tenants. In Toronto, assessment records for 1915, the last to be completed before
World War I, were also the most recent records on open access in the city archives at the
time of commencing this research. More recent assessment rolls were still treated as
‘working’ documents and kept in the Central Records Department of the City Clerk,
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where they could be consulted by the public, but not on self-service open access. 1914
also marked the culmination of a pre-World War I ‘boom’ in apartment house
construction in both cities. Prior to 1909 there were relatively few apartment buildings in
either city, and those that had been built had pretensions to high fashion and an elite
professional or business population. Between 1909 and 1914 both cities witnessed a rash
of construction of mainly inner suburban, smaller scale (2- or 3-storey walk-up) buildings,
aimed at a lower middle-class market, what came to be known as the ‘efficiency’
apartment. Hence, the decision to focus on 1909 and 1914 was both pragmatic (data that
were easily accessible in the early stages of research before microfilm copies had been
obtained) and informed by the chronology of apartment construction (selecting years
immediately predeceding and following a building boom). Moreover, the five-year interval
was just short enough to merit the calculation of rates of residential persistence (what
proportion of householders were still resident at the same address five years later?) and
mobility (tracing apartment residents to or from new addresses elsewhere in the city).

The decision to focus on 1930 was influenced in part by the groundwork already
undertaken in Toronto by Richard Harris (see above), and by the existence of assessment
record cards in Winnipeg, which commenced in 1929. Like 1914, 1930 marked the end of
an era: a major boom in apartment house construction during the late 1920s collapsed
following the Wall Street Crash and the onset of Depression. After fixing on 1930 as a
date to survey apartment house occupancy, it was decided to acquire copies of city
directories for 1935, to allow a further study of 5-year persistence and mobility to match
that for 1909-14. However, it should be recognized that the economic and political
context for the two 5-year periods was very different: rapid population growth and
economic boom (at least until 1913) in the former period, deepening depression from 1930
until 1933 and only the beginnings of modest recovery by 1935.

4. Deficiencies:

It proved impossible to complete every aspect of both databases, as originally planned, in
the time available. For example, the very time-consuming traces of individuals’ workplaces
- first checking the names of their employers, then checking under the employers’ listings
for their addresses, and then locating those addresses - was undertaken only for the 1930
sample. More critically, a larger sample of ‘nearby houses’ would have been desirable, also
including more information on the occupations, ages, etc of the residents of such houses.
The characteristics of the apartment sample may be compared with published census
statistics on the populations of the two cities as a whole, and with citywide assessment
samples constructed by Harris (1996), but we were unable to collect sufficient information
to evaluate the impact of apartment-house construction on particular neighbourhoods’
populations or property values.

There is also an iterative process of cross-checking between directory and assessment
records, and between entries for different years, which yields new identifications or
clarifies ambiguous entries. For example, in Winnipeg, a directory entry for ‘J.Smith’
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would be assumed to be male in the absence of any evidence to the contrary. But the
identification in a later directory of ‘Joan Smith’ or ‘Miss J.Smith’ at the same address and
with the same occupation implies a redesignation of the original entry. Consequently,
some amendments to the coding of individual entries will continue to be made as analysis,
and especially record linkage, continues.

Assessment rolls and directories hide as much as they reveal. The practice of recording
female householders according to their marital status and male householders according to
their age and occupation meant that information on women’s work had to be gleaned from
directories which, as already indicated, were an imperfect match for assessment rolls. It is
likely, therefore, that many more female householders were in paid employment than are
recorded on the databases. And while it is possible to compare the ages of male tenants in
different buildings, this information becomes less useful as the proportion of female
householders increases over time. In general, only one name per household was listed in
assessments and directories; but the respondent to the directory canvasser might have been
different from the ‘occupier’ designated as liable to pay tax by the city assessors. Elderly
adults may be listed as householders in one source but vanish under the headship of adult
children or other relatives in another source or at another time. So the failure to identify
‘persistent’ residents may not be due to their having moved, or died, but simply to their
being submerged in somebody else’s household. Nonetheless, there is no reason to expect
any bias in this source of inaccuracy. It means simply that all calculations of persistence
should be treated as minima.
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(ii)
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Explanation of Table: Building Information

Explanation of Table: Toronto 1909

Explanation of Table: Toronto 1909A
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Guide to the Toronto Database

This database contains information for the following apartment buildings in Toronto for
the years 1909, 1914 and 1930:

Number
On Map

Apartment Name Address Year Building
First Appears in
Sample

Years for Which
Information is
Available

51 8 Kendal Avenue 1930  1930
30 26 Hillsboro 1930  1930
47 28 Hillsboro 1930  1930
70 31 Helendale Ave. 1930  1930
71 33 Helendale Ave. 1930  1930
72 35 Helendale Ave. 1930  1930
12 80 Beverley 1930  1930
20 181-3 Gerrard St. 1930  1930
60 200 St. Clair West 200 St. Clair West 1930  1930
32 77 Wellesley Street 77 Wellesley 1930  1930
36 Abbotsford 608 Jarvis St. 1914 1914, 1930
14 Alexandra 184 University Ave. 1909 1909, 1914, 1930
18 Alicia 216 Seaton 1914 1914, 1930
13 Anna Della 82-4 Beverley St. 1930  1930
50 Ansonia 142 Spadina Road 1914 1914, 1930
39 Athelma 76-80 Grosvenor 1914 1914, 1930
52 Audley Court 68 Kendal Avenue 1914 1914, 1930
57 Balmoral 150 Balmoral 1930  1930
49 Bedford 52 Chicora/241 Bedford 1914 1914, 1930
67 Blythwood Manor 63 Blythwood Rd. 1930  1930
56 Bradgate 465 Avenue Road 1914 1914, 1930
5 Buckingham 1592-4 King St. West 1930  1930
1 Cantelon 22a Springhurst 1930  1930
29 Carlton 38 Carlton Street 1909 1909, 1914, 1930
48 Castlemere 75 Crescent Road 1914 1914, 1930
42 Cawthra Mansions 211 - 221 College Street 1930  1930
19 Cecil 434-6 Ontario Street 1930  1930
53 Clarendon 432 Avenue Road 1930  1930
54 Claridge 430 Avenue Road 1930  1930
61 College Heights 4 - 6 Oriole Road 1914 1914, 1930
26 Douglas Court 29-31 Winchester 1914 1914, 1930
4 Dowling Apartments 1479-87 Queen Street

West
1909 1909, 1914, 1930

43 Elspeth 196-8 Robert Street 1914 1914, 1930
2 Georgian 97 Spencer Avenue 1930  1930
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continued.........

Number
On Map

Apartment Name Address Year Building
First Appears in
Sample

Years for Which
Information is
Available

21 Glen Stewart 2150 Queen St. East 1930  1930
69 Grace 1094 College St. 1930  1930
24 Green Gables 778 Broadview Avenue 1930  1930
25 Hampton Mansions 75-77 Winchester/39-43

Metcalfe
1914 1914, 1930

62 Heath Manor 72 Heath St. West 1930  1930
65 Hillholme 599 St. Clair Avenue

West
1930  1930

38 Kenson 51-55 Grosvenor St. 1930  1930
15 King Edward 194 Jarvis St. 1909 1909, 1914, 1930
3 Kingsley Mansions 153 Jameson Avenue 1914 1914, 1930
34 La Plaza 580 Jarvis St. /98

Charles St.
1909 1909, 1914, 1930

7 Lakeview 1609 Queen St. West 1914 1914, 1930
31 Laverne 134 Carlton Street 1930  1930
66 Lawrence Park 2875 Yonge St. 1930  1930
64 Lawton Boulevard 80 Lawton Boulevard 1930  1930
46 Madison 93-99 Madison Avenue 1909 1909, 1914, 1930
33 Maitland 40-42 Maitland 1914 1914, 1930
37 Merlan 83 Isabella Street 1930  1930
23 Mountjoy 99 Mountjoy Avenue 1930  1930
63 Oriole 11 Oriole Gardens 1914 1914, 1930
22 Paisley 85 Beech Avenue 1930  1930
11 Palmerston 481 Palmerston Avenue 1914 1914, 1930
16 Palmetto 45 Pembroke 1930  1930
68 Parkview 237 Roncesvalles 1909 1909, 1914, 1930
35 Queen's Court 579-583 Jarvis St. 1909 1909, 1914, 1930
8 Rutland 467 Roncesvalles 1930  1930
27 Sheldrake 1 Homewood Avenue 1930  1930
45 Spadina Gardens 41-3 Spadina Road 1909 1909, 1914, 1930
44 St. George 317-321 Bloor St. West 1930  1930
58 St. James Court 45 St. Clair Avenue

West
1930  1930

40 St. Joseph Court 16-18 St. Joseph St. 1930  1930
41 University 8 St. Thomas St. 1930  1930
59 Villa Nova 58-60 St. Clair Avenue 1914 1914, 1930
28 Warrington 433 Sherbourne 1930  1930
55 Wembley 338-340 Spadina Rd. 1930  1930
9 Westmount 1926 Bloor St. West 1930  1930
6 Willard 1 Triller Avenue 1914 1914, 1930
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continued.......

Number
On Map

Apartment Name Address Year Building
First Appears in
Sample

Years for Which
Information is
Available

10 Willowdale 805 Bloor St. West 1914  1914, 1930
17 York Manor 262 Jarvis St. 1930  1930

Tables1:

There are nine tables contained within this database:

• Building Information
• Toronto 1909
• Toronto 1909A
• Toronto 1914
• Toronto 1914A
• Toronto 1930
• Toronto 1930A
• Nearby Houses
• Photo Album

                                               
1 Please note that not all of the information contained in these tables was input in order.  This means that
if you are interested in, for example, the Madison Apartments, you should perform a filter on this data
either within Access or Excel.  If you assume that the data for Madison Apartments listed in these tables is
listed together, you may miss the information on some apartment suites.  Details of how to perform filters
in Access are provided at the end of the manual.
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(1) The Building Information table contains the following information for all of the
buildings in this sample for the year 1930:

There are a number of columns or fields held within this table:
• Building Name
• Building Address
• Owner listed on Building Permit
• Date of Building Permit
• Owner of Building 1908: name taken from the 1909 assessment roll2

• Building Value 1908: figure taken from the 1909 assessment roll
• Owner of Building 1909: name taken from the 1910 assessment roll
• Building Value 1909: figure taken from the 1910 assessment roll
• Owner of Building 1913: name taken from the 1914 assessment roll
• Building Value 1913: figure taken from 1914 assessment roll
• Owner of Building 1914: name taken from the 1915 assessment roll
• Value of Building 1914: figure taken from the 1915 assessment roll
• Owner of Building 1922: name taken from the 1923 assessment roll
• Value of Building 1922: figure taken from the 1923 assessment roll
• Owner of Building 1926: name taken from the 1927 assessment roll
• Value of Building 1926: figure taken from the 1927 assessment roll
• Owner of Building 1930: name taken from the 1931 assessment roll
• Value of Building 1930: figure taken from the 1931 assessment roll
• Owner of Building 1934: name taken from the 1935 assessment roll
• Value of Building 1934: figure taken from the 1935 assessment roll
• Owner of Building 1938: name taken from the 1939 assessment roll
• Value of Building 1938: figure taken from the 1939 assessment roll
• Photographs: this field lists references to any magazines, trade journals or newspapers

which feature photographs of the associated building
• Plans: this field lists references to any magazines, trade journals or newspapers which

feature plans of the associated building
• Description: this field lists references to any magazines, trade journals or newspapers

which feature descriptions of the associated building
• Notes: any miscellaneous information pertaining to the associated building; in most

cases this field is blank
• Counter: the primary key field for this table; it cannot be changed and although it is

numerical should not be assumed to increase in numerical order.  It should not be used
as a basis for any calculations

                                               
2 Note that assessment rolls were compiled during the year prior to that to which the assessment applied.
thus the assessment roll for 1910 was compiled during 1909.  We have labelled the data according to the
year when it was collected.  Thus our principal cross sections--in 1909, 1914 and 1930-- are based on
assessment rolls and directories for 1910, 1915 and 1931.  Where we refer to, for example, the “1909
assessment”, we mean the assessment made in 1909 to be implemented in 1910.
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 (2) Toronto 1909 contains information on the 9 buildings which were included in the
1909 sample.  The information comes from the Toronto Assessment Rolls for 1910 and
the Toronto City Directory for 1910.  The table lists the name and address of each
building as well as the:

• Name in the assessment: the name of the apartment resident in the tax assessment for
1910

• Name in directory: the name of the apartment resident as listed in the City Directory
for 1910

• Male, Female or Vacant: lists whether the suite was vacant or occupied by a male or
female head of household according to the tax assessment

• Age: age of the head of household, if male, from the tax assessment
• Suite: numbers of the suite in which the resident resided, from the tax assessment
• Tenure: lists either a “T” for tenant or “F” for freeholder (owner-occupier); there are

very few “F”s found in the sample
• Women’s Occupation: female occupation; usually this information came from the City

Directory; however, in some cases the tax assessment did list an occupation for a
female head of household

• Occupation or Marital Status (female): the occupation of the male head of household
or the marital status of the female head of household, from the tax assessment

• Occupation Category3

• Place of employment: from the City Directory, if listed
                                               
3 The occupation of each resident in this sample was classified into one of  20 categories.  In the case of
women, their occupation is listed in the “Women’s Occupation” column in the tables but only their
marital status is listed in the “Occupational Category” column.
(1) Agents and merchants: those people who were listed in the directory as agents or merchants
(2) Clerical: clerks
(3) Education: teachers, principals, etc.
(4) Financial: bankers, brokers, etc.
(5) Government Employees
(6) Legal: lawyers, judges, barristers, etc.
(7) Manufacturers
(8) Medical: doctors, druggists, etc.
(9) Miscellaneous: students, people defined as “employees” in the directory, etc.
(10) Professional: engineers, presidents of companies, etc.
(11) Real Estate
(12) Religious: priests, ministers or other religious workers
(13) Retired
(14) Service and semi-professionals: includes a wide range of occupations such as managers, sales
assistants,  tailors and taxi drivers
(15) Single woman: those women who listed as “S” in the tax assessment
(16) Skilled Labour: carpenters, dry wallers, brick layers, contractors, etc.
(17) Traveller
(18) Unskilled Labour: largely the janitorial staff of the buildings in the sample
(19) Widows and Wives: those women who were listed either as “W” for widowed or “M” for married in
the tax assessment roll.
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• Address of employment: from the City Directory, if listed
• Value of Property: the assessed value of the suite, from the tax assessment
• Business Assessment: the assessed value of any business with which the occupier was

associated, from the tax assessment
• Taxable Income: the amount of taxable income the resident had, from the tax

assessment
• Total Assessment: the sum of the value of the suite, the business assessment and the

taxable income
• Religion: the religion of the head of household as listed on the tax assessment4

• School Support: this column either shows a “P” indicating the household supported
public schools or an “S” for separate school.  This information was taken from the tax
assessment roll

• No. of children 5 - 16: from the assessment roll
• Notes: this column or field lists any miscellaneous information pertaining either to the

occupation or the building
• Date of Delivery: this column lists the date on which the tax assessment information for

the buildings was filed
• Counter:  the primary key field for this table; it cannot be changed and although it is

numerical should not be assumed to increase in numerical order.  It should not be used
as a basis for any calculations

                                               
4 There were numerous different denominations listed on the tax assessment rolls.  Only a letter or two
indicating the denomination was given.  The principal denominations were:
B = Baptist
Bre= Brethren
Cong= Congregational
CH= Chinese
CS= Christian Scientist
Dis= Dissenter
E= Episcopalian (Anglican)
Evan= Evangelical
J= Jewish
LDS= Latter Day Saints
L or Luth= Lutheran
M = Methodist
P= Presbyterian
Pro= Protestant
RC= Roman Catholic
Sa= Salvation Army
UC= United Church
Unit= Unitarian
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(3) Toronto 1909A is a supplemental table to 1909.  In a case where a person other than
the head of household had a business or taxable income, the assessment roll listed their
names and their total assessed value.  This table therefore contains the following fields:

• Address
• Apartment Name
• Name in Assessment
• Suite
• Occupation or Marital Status (female)
• Occupational Category
• Business Assessment: the assessed value of any business interests
• Taxable Income
• Total Assessment: sum of business assessment and taxable income
• Notes: this column lists the related record in table Toronto 1909
• Date of Delivery: date on which the tax assessment information was filed
• Counter: the primary key field for this table; it cannot be changed and although it is

numerical should not be assumed to increase in numerical order.  It should not be used
as a basis for any calculations
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(4) Toronto 1914 contains the same type of information as Toronto 1909 but in this year
the sample of buildings was extended to include 20 apartment buildings.  The information
comes from both the Toronto Assessment Rolls for 1915 and the Toronto City Directory
for 1915.

(5) Toronto 1914A contains the same type of information as table Toronto 1909A.  All
information comes from the Toronto Assessment Rolls for 1915.

(6)Toronto 1930 lists information for 72 apartment buildings in Toronto.  This table has all
of the same fields as Toronto 1909 and Toronto 1914 with the exception of the Date of
Delivery field and the No. of Children 5-16 field.  Four fields not found in any other tables
are listed and explained below.  It should be noted that for this sample year, the addresses
of all known places of work were checked in the City Directory in order to allow journey
to work patterns to be studied.
• Zone of Building: Toronto was divided into three zones to allow journey to work

patterns to be studied: a central zone, an inner suburban zone and an outer suburban
zone (see Map 2).  All apartments in the sample were then assigned to the appropriate
zone.  This number is listed next to the apartment name.

• Name of Resident 1935: This column lists the names of the apartment residents
according to the Toronto City Directory for 1936.  This allows for relatively easy
calculations of short-term turnover rates by comparing the names of residents in both
sample years.

• Location of 1930 resident in 1935: all residents who appeared in the directory for 1931
but were not present in the building five years later were searched for in the 1936
directory.  This column lists their addresses.

• Zone of Employment: similar to the Zone of Building column, each workplace for
which an address was known was given a number related to the zone it was in.  By
comparing, for example, the number of people who live in zone 3 but work in zone 1,
commuting patterns can be studied.

• (7) Toronto 1930A: contains the same type of information as tables Toronto 1909A and
Toronto 1914A.  All information comes from the Toronto Assessment Rolls for 1931.
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(8) Nearby Houses: This table contains information for a sample of houses on Charles
Street, Madison Avenue, Fermanagh Avenue, Roncesvalles Avenue, Deer Park Crescent,
Beech Avenue and Blythwood Road (houses in close proximity to major concentrations of
apartment housing).  The following information is available:
• Address
• Name of Resident in 1909 Assessment5

• Male or Female (household head) in 1909 Assessment
• Name of Occupier in 1909 Directory
• Name of Occupier in 1914 Assessment
• Sex of occupier listed in 1914 Assessment
• Age of 1914 Occupier: from the tax assessment
• Religion: from the tax assessment
• Occupation of 1914 Resident: from the tax assessment
• Occupational Category of 1914 Resident
• Value of Property 1914: from the tax assessment
• Business Assessment 1914: from the tax assessment
• Taxable Income 1914: from the assessment roll
• Total Assessment 1914: sum of property value, business assessment, and taxable

income
• School Support 1914
• No. of children age 5 - 16, 1914
• Total number of residents, 1914
• Name in 1914 Directory
• Name in 1930 Directory
• Male or Female in 1930
• Name in 1935 Directory
• Male or Female in 1935
• Notes
• Counter: the primary key field for this table; it cannot be changed and although it is

numerical should not be assumed to increase in numerical order.  It should not be used
as a basis for any calculations.

(9) Photo Album: This table contains photographs or plans of some of the apartment
buildings in this sample.  In some cases one building is featured more than once.  If you
view this data in table form you must double click the cell which says “Paintbrush Picture”
to view the image.  If you view this data in a form the image will automatically appear.
This table contains two fields:

• Apartment
• Image: this field contains photographs and plans of some of the buildings in this

sample.  A bibliographic reference is provided.

                                               
5 As with assessment data, we refer to the years in which directories were compiled. Thus “1909
Directory” refers to the directory for 1910.
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Examples of Information that Can be Obtained Using this Database

(A) Number of People in Toronto who commute to Zone 1 for work:

This sort of calculation can be done in Excel as well as Access.  In order to copy the
information from a table in Access into an Excel spreadsheet, click on the upper left hand
corner of the table when the table is open. This should highlight all the information in the
table.  Click on the “copy” button on the toolbar or the “copy” command in the Edit
menu.  Open Excel and start a new spreadsheet.  Click on Edit and go to the “paste”
command, or click the “paste” button on the toolbar.  You should see all of the Access
information appear in your Excel spreadsheet.  Once your information is in Excel, the
Filter, AutoFilter and Pivot Table commands under the Data menu can be extremely
useful.

To do this sort of operation in Access:

• Step One: Whether in the table or form of Toronto 1930, press the filter button on the
tool bar.  In the “field” box, use the scroll bar and highlight “Zone of Employment”.  In
the “criteria” box, type “1”.  Pressing the filter button again, you should see 258
records displayed in front of you if you are viewing the data in a table.  If you are
viewing it in a form, the footer of the form should say “record 1 of 258”.

(B) Percentage of Female-Headed Households in the La Plaza Apartments in 1930:

In order to find out the percentage of female-headed households in the La Plaza
Apartments in 1930 this data could be copied into an Excel spreadsheet.  Alternatively,
one could perform two simple filters within Access.

• Step One: Open either the Toronto 1930 table or form.
• Step Two: Click on the Filter Button on the tool bar.
• Step Three: A dialogue box will appear; where it says “field”, click on the scroll button

and highlight “Apartment Name” as this is the column from which you want the
information.

• Step Four: In the “Criteria” box in the filter dialogue box, type “La Plaza Apts.”.
• Step Five: Click on the filter button on the tool bar.  If you are in the table, only those

records relating to La Plaza should appear.  There should be 23 records displayed in
front of you.  If you are in the form, the footer of the form should say “record 1 of 23”,
indicating that only 23 records match the criteria in your filter.

• Step Five: Going back to the filter, move over to the adjacent column.  Where it says
“field”, use the scroll bar and highlight “Male or Female”.

• Step Six: In the “criteria” box, type in “F”.
• Step Seven: Click on the filter button on the tool bar.  If you are in the table you should

see 14 records displayed in front of you.  If you are in the form, the footer of the form
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should say “record 1 of 14”, indicating that only 14 records match the criteria in your
filter.  As 14 households are headed by females, you can now calculate that 61% of
households in the La Plaza Apartments are headed by women.

There are obviously numerous other calculations that can be done using these data.  Here
is a list of some of the more useful ones:

• Percentage of workers in different occupational categories, e.g. How many service and
semi-professional workers lived in these buildings in the different years?

• Percentage of women who were employed in various occupations, e.g. What
percentage of females worked as stenographers or secretaries?

• Percentages of workers who commuted to and from various zones in the city.

Many of these calculations are easily done in Excel.  The “Auto Filter” and  “Pivot Table”
functions under the Data menu on the Excel tool bar are especially useful for quickly
manipulating the data.
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(iii)

Guide to the Winnipeg Apartments
Database 1900-1935

List of Buildings and Tables

Explanation of Table: Building Information

Explanation of Table: Winnipeg 1909

Explanation of Tables: Winnipeg 1914, 1930, 1930A and Nearby Houses

Explanation of Table: Photo Album

Examples
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Guide to Winnipeg Database

This Winnipeg database contains information for the following apartment buildings in the
City of Winnipeg for the years 1909, 1914 and 1930:

Number
On Map

Apartment Name Address Year Building
First Appears
in Sample

Years for Which
Information is
Available

16 888 Grosvenor 888 Grosvenor 1930 1930
36 Ambassador

(originally the
Breadalbane)

379 Hargrave 1914 1914, 1930

38 Amherst 478 Wardlaw 1930 1930
57 Astrid 255 Fountain St. 1930 1930
28 Aurora Block 567 Selkirk 1914 1914, 1930
29 Balfouria A 195 Cathedral 1930 1930
25 Baltic 347 Manitoba 1930 1930
51 Bell Crest 72 Lenore 1930 1930
27 Bradeen 149 Langside 1930 1930
34 Cadillac 421 Qu’Appelle 1909 1909, 1914, 1930
1 Camelot 400 Assiniboine 1930 1930
20 Carrick 682 Corydon 1930 1930
2 Casa Loma 309 Sherbrook 1909 1909, 1914, 1930
41 Chatsworth 535 McMillan 1914 1914, 1930
3 Clayton 86 Young St. 1930 1930
15 Congress (orginally

the Boylston)
300 River 1914 1914, 1930

22 Conway Court 165 Kennedy 1914 1914, 1930
40 De Bary 626 Wardlaw 1914 1914, 1930
4 Devon Court 376 Broadway 1909 1909, 1914, 1930
19 Dorchester Court 162 Lilac 1914 1914, 1930
45 Eggertson 427 Qu’Appelle 1930 1930
48 Ellesmere 74 Carlton St. 1914 1914, 1930
17 Eugene 834 Grosvenor 1914 1914, 1930
44 Fairhaven 536 Broadway 1930 1930
50 Florence 145 Arlington 1930 1930
54 Franklin 435 Spence St. 1930 1930
6 Gladstone 436 Balmoral 1930 1930
5 Gaspe 601 Broadway 1930 1930
56 Harald 641 Westminster 1914 1914, 1930
55 Holly 552 Sherbrook 1930 1930
49 Kipling 465 Langside 1914 1914, 1930
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continued....

Number
On Map

Apartment Name Address Year Building
First Appears
in Sample

Years for Which
Information is
Available

59 Kirkland 377 Carlton 1914 1914, 1930
52 Locarno 1 Roslyn Road 1930 1930
33 Loch Katrine 531 Furby 1914 1914, 1930
14 Lonsdale 375 River 1930 1930
26 Machray 242 Machray 1914 1914, 1930
37 Maritime 477 Wardlaw 1930 1930
58 Marlhurst 123-5 Carlton 1930 1930
7 Minerva Court 290 Beverley St. 1914 1914, 1930
53 Newhaven 199 Colony 1930 1930
42 Overlook 780 Osborne 1930 1930
21 Pasadena 220 Hugo 1914 1914, 1930
60 Pembina 505 Ellice 1909 1909, 1914, 1930
8 Regal Court 152-4 Maryland 1914 1914, 1930
23 Rideau Hall 85 Kennedy 1909 1909, 1914, 1930
18 Ritz 859 Grosvenor 1930 1930
31 Riviera 161 Cathedral 1930 1930
13 Rosemount 351 River 1909 1909, 1914, 1930
12 Rothesay 828 Preston 1914 1914, 1930
9 Sparling 217 Sherbrook 1930 1930
10 St. Elmo 177 Colony 1914 1914, 1930
24 St. Mary’s 371 St. Mary’s 1914 1914, 1930
11 Thelma 272 Home 1914 1914, 1930
46 Tremblay 55 Hargrave 1930 1930
43 Vaughan 219 Vaughan 1930 1930
32 Vogel 277 Atlantic Ave. 1914 1914, 1930
30 Waldorf 634 Broadway 1914 1914, 1930
39 Wardlow 544 Wardlaw 1909 1909, 1914, 1930
35 Warwick 366 Qu’Appelle 1909 1909, 1914, 1930
47 West 858 Alverstone 1914 1914, 1930

Tables:

There are 6 tables contained within this database:
• Building Information
• Winnipeg 1909
• Winnipeg 1914
• Winnipeg 1930
• Winnipeg 1930 Appendix A
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• Nearby Houses

(1) The Building Information table contains the following information for all of the
buildings in this sample for the year 1930:
• Building Address
• Building Name
• Owner listed on building permit
• Date of building permit
• Building Value on building permit
• Owner of building recorded in the assessment for 1930
• Value of building 1930: assessed value of the building
• Value of land 1930: assessed value of the land associated with this apartment block
• Owner of building 1934
• Value of building 1934
• Owner of building 1938
• Value of building 1938
• Number of suites 19306: estimated as described below
• Vacancy rate (1930): this vacancy rate was inferred from the data that we were able to

collect.  In some cases, the number of suites listed on the building permit for an
apartment block did not match the number of suites listed in the Winnipeg directory for
the same building.  In such a case, the higher number, in most cases the number from
the directory, was taken.

• Average Value per suite: this was calculated as follows:

value of land + value of building
           number of suites

 

• Number of residents (1930)
• Number of persons per household: this was calculated by dividing the number of

residents in the building by the number of occupied suites
• Number of children resident in building
• Children as a percentage of the total population of the building

                                               
6 The Winnipeg directory for 1930 recorded residents alongside their suite number, but did not record
vacant suites.  Therefore the number of suites had to be estimated by assuming that suites were numbered
continuously from 1 up to the highest numbered suite that was listed, e.g. if residents were listed at suites
1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, it was assumed that this was a 9 suite building with 2 vacant suites (number 3 and 7).
Complications occurred where suites were numbered according to the floor on which they were situated,
e.g. 101, 102, 103, 201, 202, 203, 301, 303 would be a 9 suite building with 1 vacant suite (number 302),
and where suites in the annex or basement were “numbered” alphabetically, e.g. A, B, D, E, G would be
seven suites with 2 vacant (C and F).  The number of suites was sometimes recorded in the building
permit register and, for older buildings, the number of suites could be estimated for 1909 and 1914 (when
vacancies were recorded).  These figures provide a check on the estimates for 1930 although it should be
borne in mind that buildings might be restructured over time, and that suites could be easily subdivided or
combined.
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• Photos: this column lists magazines, journals or newspapers where a photo of the
building is shown

• Plans: this column lists magazines, journals or newspapers where a plan of the building
is shown

• Descriptions of building: this column lists magazines, journals or newspapers where
the building is described

• Counter: this number is the primary key for the table and cannot be changed.  It is not
related in any way to the information contained in this table and should not be assumed
to go in numerical order.
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(2) Winnipeg 1909 contains information on the 8 buildings which were included in our
1909 sample.  All information comes from Henderson’s Winnipeg Directory 1910.  This
table lists the name and address of each building, as well as the:
• Name of the resident
• Sex of the resident
• Suite numbers
• Occupation of the resident: the occupations of both men and women are listed here
• Occupational category of the resident7

• Place of work of the residents, if known
• Addresses of the places of work, if known.  For both Winnipeg 1909 and Winnipeg

1914, this field will only have data listed in it if, when the place of work of the resident
was checked, an address was provided instead of a business name.  For the 1930
sample an attempt was made to trace the addresses of all places of work by checking
under the entry for the business name.

• Notes: miscellaneous information relating either to the building or the building resident
• Counter: this field or column appears in all tables in this database.  It is the primary key

for all tables and cannot be changed.  Although it increases from the first record, it
should not be assumed to be in numerical order and should not be used in any
calculations.

                                               
7 The occupation of each resident in this sample was classified into one of  20 categories.  In the case of
women, their occupation is listed in the “Occupation” column in the tables but only their marital status is
listed in the “Occupational Category” column.
(1) Agents and merchants: those people who were listed in the directory as agents or merchants
(2) Clerical: clerks
(3) Education: teachers, principals, etc.
(4) Financial: bankers, brokers, etc.
(5) Government Employees
(6) Legal: lawyers, judges, barristers, etc.
(7) Manufacturers
(8) Medical: doctors, druggists, etc.
(9) Miscellaneous: students, people defined as “employees” in the directory, etc.
(10) Professional: engineers, presidents of companies, etc.
(11) Real Estate
(12) Religious
(13) Retired
(14) Service and semi-professionals: includes a wide range of occupations such as managers, sales
assistants,  tailors and taxi drivers
(15) Single woman: those women who were listed in the directory as “Miss”
(16) Skilled Labour: carpenters, dry wallers, brick layers, contractors, etc.
(17) Traveller
(18) Unskilled Labour: largely the janitorial staff of the buildings in the sample
(19) Widows and Wives: those women listed in the directory as “Mrs.”
(20) Woman: those women for whom no marital status could be ascertained
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(3) Winnipeg 1914 contains the same type of information as Winnipeg 1909 but the
sample of buildings included 24 apartment blocks (the 8 buildings included in 1909 + 16
erected since 1909).  Information comes from Henderson’s Winnipeg Directory 1915.

(4) Winnipeg 1930 contains information about 60 Winnipeg apartment buildings (24
included in 1914 + 36 erected since 1914).  The information in this table comes from
Henderson’s Winnipeg Directory 1931 and Henderson’s Winnipeg Directory 1936. This
table lists the same information as tables  Winnipeg 1909 and Winnipeg 1914, as well as
the following additional information:

• Zone of Building:  In order to allow journey to work patterns to be studied, Winnipeg
was divided into three zones: a central zone (zone 1), an inner suburban zone (zone 2)
and an outer suburban zone (zone 3).  All apartments in the sample were then assigned
to the appropriate zone.  This number is listed next to the apartment address. See Map
4 for a map of zone boundaries.

• Name of resident 1935:  The names of the apartment residents are listed for all
buildings for both 1930 and 1935.  This allows for relatively easy calculations of short-
term turnover rates by comparing the names of residents in both sample years.

• Zone of Employment: similar to the Zone of Building column, each workplace for
which an address was known was given a number related to the zone it was in.  By
comparing, for example, the number of people who live in zone 3 but work in zone 1,
commuting patterns can be studied.

• Location of 1930 resident in 1935: all residents who appeared in the 1930 directory but
were not present in the building five years later were searched for in the 1935 directory.
This column lists the addresses of those who could be located.

(5) Winnipeg 1930 Appendix A.  This small table contains the names and addresses of
some of the buildings whose names regularly appear in the “Place of Work” field in the
tables for 1909, 1914 and 1930.

(6) Nearby Houses.  This table contains the following information for a sample of houses
on Broadway Avenue, Qu’Appelle Avenue, Wardlaw Avenue, Home Street and Dagmar
Street (houses in close proximity to major concentrations of apartment buildings).

• Address
• Name of resident in 1909
• Sex of resident
• Name of resident in 1914
• Sex of resident
• Name of resident in 1930
• Sex of resident
• Name of resident in 1935
• Sex of resident
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(7) Photo Album: This table contains photographs or plans of some of the apartment
buildings in this sample.  In some cases one building is featured two or three times.  If you
view this data in table form you must double click the cell which says “Paintbrush Picture”
to view the image.  If you view this data in a form the image will automatically appear.
This table contains two fields:

• Apartment
• Image: this field contains photographs and plans of some of the buildings in this

sample.  A bibliographic reference is provided.

All of these tables also appear as forms which only display one record (one line in the
table) at a time.  Viewing the data using a form is often easier than viewing it in the table.

All Access database tables and forms can be filtered or queried in order to look at certain
parts of the information.
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Examples of Information that can be Obtained Using this Database:

(A) Number of People in Winnipeg Who Commute to Zone 1 for Work:

This sort of calculation can be done in Excel as well as Access.  However, to perform this
operation in Access, follow these steps:

• Step One:  Whether in the table or form of Winnipeg 1930,  press the filter button on
the tool bar.  In the “field” box, use the scroll bar and highlight “Zone of Employment”.
In the “criteria” box, type “1”.  Pressing the filter button again, you should see 268
records displayed in front of you if you are viewing the data in a table.  If you are
viewing it in a form, the footer of the form should say “record 1 of 268”

(B) Percentage of Female-Headed Households in the Devon Court Apartments in 1930:

In order to find out the percentage of households in the Devon Court Apartments
in 1930 this data could be copied into an Excel spreadsheet.  Alternatively, one could
perform two simple filters within Access.

• Step One: Open either the Winnipeg 1930 table or form.
• Step Two: Click on the Filter Button on the tool bar.
• Step Three: A dialogue box will appear; where it says “field”, click on the scroll button

and highlight “Apartment Name” as this is the column from which you want the
information.

• Step Four: In the “Criteria” box in the filter dialogue box, type “Devon Court”.
• Step Five: Click on the filter button on the tool bar.  If you are in the table, only those

records relating to Devon Court should appear.  There should be 50 records displayed
in front of you.  If you are in the form, the footer of the form should say “record 1 of
50”, indicating that only 50 records match the criteria in your filter.

• Step Five: Going back to the filter, move over to the adjacent column.  Where it says
“field”, use the scroll bar and highlight “Male or Female”.

• Step Six: In the “criteria” box, type in “F”.
• Step Seven: Click on the filter button on the tool bar.  If you are in the table you should

see 18 records displayed in front of you.  If you are in the form, the footer of the form
should say “record 1 of 18”, indicating that only 18 records match the criteria in your
filter.  As only 18 households are headed by females, you can now calculate that 36%
of households in the Devon Court Apartments are headed by women.

There are obviously numerous other calculations that can be done using this data.  Here is
a list of some of the more useful ones:
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• Percentage of workers in different occupational categories, e.g. How many service and
semi-professional workers lived in these buildings in the different years?

• Percentage of women who were employed in various occupations, e.g. What
percentage of females worked as stenographers or secretaries?

• Percentages of workers who commuted to and from various zones in the city.

Many of these calculations are easily done in Excel.  The “Auto Filter” and  “Pivot Table”
functions under the Data menu on the Excel tool bar are especially useful for quickly
manipulating the data.
























































